
PRODUCT SUMMARY

Wellness

Americans aged 50+ represent 35 percent of the U.S. 
population and 83  percent of U.S. household wealth.* 
With the growing number of aging adults living at home, 
there is an increased need for non-intrusive systems  
that help maintain independence and safety.

Our Wellness products integrates a suite of sensors 
and devices in the home to  intelligently monitor overall 
quality of life. In addition to responding to life  
threatening events, our solution provides actionable 
information that can improve patient outcomes and 
lower care costs. Applying predictive  analytics to the 
data generated by devices, Wellness baselines 
behavior  routines and proactively alerts caregivers and 
loved ones when changes  occur that indicate an 
emerging problem.

More than a panic pendant, Wellness offers a broad 
safety net to detect accidents or changes in 
condition. Receive notifications when your loved one 
is:

• Inactive during normally active hours

• Away from bed for a prolonged time at night

• Opening a door outside of normal hours

• Accessing medication at prescribed times

• Not opening the refrigerator door regularly

WELLNESS HELPS TRACK

Unusual Activity

Up and About™Status

Nighttime Safety

Fall Detection

* Source: AARP, The Longevity Economy, Sep 2016
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Smart Solutions for Connected Living at 
Home and in Communities



WELLNESS BEHAVIORS
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Wellness behaviors allow you to see the trends and patterns of activities being monitored in the home 
allowing you to quickly discern if something is wrong.

In addition to the activities view, your 
system will keep track of events over time 
and create averages that are displayed on 
the Behaviors page. These averages 
allow us to compare the activity of a single 
day with a standard activity pattern. 

If your loved one’s behavior falls outside 
of the average, it will be noted in yellow or 
red on this chart. This will help to identify
variations in sleep, movement or restroom 
visits that could indicate a decline in your 
loved one’s health.

Alert but tons can be placed  
in fall risk areas such as near  

bathtubs and stairs.

Sensors can be placed in areas of   
interest, such as f ront doors and high  
t raf f ic rooms to capture daily activity.

A wearable panic pendant  
can be worn on body or wrist  

to help in emergencies.

A fall detection pendant  
can be worn on the body  

to help detect falls.

Bed sensors make i t easy to see  
t ha t  someone got  into bed a t   

night and up in the morning.

Chair pressure sensors provide  
insights on how much t ime is  

spent in a favorite chair.

The Wellcam offers a Bluetooth speaker, 
microphone,  180-degree camera, and Two-
Way Audio calling, which makes it easy to  
create a 24/7 direct connection to family, 

friends, or caregivers. 

ESSENTIAL WELLNESS DEVICES


